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Protocols:
The Hon. Chancellor/Chairman, Board of Regents & Proprietor,
Igbinedion University, Okada (IUO), Sir Chief (Dr) Gabriel Osawaru
Igbinedion, CON, CFR; Deputy Chancellor, His Excellency, Chief (Dr)
Lucky Nosakhare Igbinedion; Pro-Chancellor & Chairman, Governing
Council, Prof Sheikh Ahmed Abdullah, OON; Members of Council here
present; members of Senate, Staﬀ and Students of the premier and
authentic Igbinedion University, Okada.
It is with immense pleasure that I formally welcome you all on behalf of
the Board of Regents, Council and Senate to this historic occasion
marking the 18th Convocation Ceremony of our great University.
Being the third convocation for the conferment of diplomas and degrees
since my assumption of oﬃce as Vice-Chancellor of this university, I
feel highly elated that we are here once again, to partake in today's
joyous occasion at a time when the University marked its 21st
Anniversary.
Without doubt, convocation is an exciting moment to mark the
achievements of our graduates. It is also an opportunity for graduates to
share the celebration of their accomplishments with peers, family and
friends. For the university management, the event aﬀords opportunity
to apprise stakeholders of how the university is faring especially as it
relates to extending the frontiers of knowledge through teaching,
research and service to community.
Today's convocation is unique and deliberately planned with dual mode
of delivery, i.e. physical and via zoom. It is taking place amidst the
outbreak of what has been euphemistically described as the “great P”
during the year - the global Covid-19 pandemic. This unfortunate event
took its toll on individuals, groups, businesses, institutions and nations
almost throughout the year, and Igbinedion University, Okada is not left
out. As a matter of fact, for the education industry, the Covid-19
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Pandemic came as a “surprise test”, which caught many institutions
napping, with attendant uncertainties and distortions of high magnitude.
However, true to its declared policy of providing quality education with
stable calendar, the University rose to the occasion by leveraging on its
smart campus to engage in online teaching and learning that culminated
in the successful conclusion of the 2019/2020 academic session. This is
why we are here today, keeping to our tradition of graduating students
on record time.
My profound Gratitude therefore go, ﬁrst and foremost, to Almighty
God for keeping us alive and healthy to witness this convocation
ceremony. I wish to extend my sincere appreciation to our Hon.
Chancellor & Chairman, Board of Regents, Sir Chief (Dr) Gabriel
Osawaru Igbinedion, for his constant guide, unfailing support and the
goodwill I have been privileged to enjoy under his astute leadership.
Let me assure you, Sir, that the lofty dream you had for establishing
Igbinedion University, Okada aimed at bequeathing to future
generations of Nigerians an uninterrupted qualitative education shall
not be in vain. Be rest assured that the university under my watch will
continually strive to uphold that dream. I must also respectfully
acknowledge the tremendous goodwill received from Her Excellency,
Lady Cherry Igbinedion, the amiable spouse of our Honourable
Chancellor.
To our distinguished special guests, the Executive Governor of Edo
State, His Excellency, Mr. Godwin Nogheghase Obaseki; Executive
Secretary, National Universities Commission, Professor Abubakar
Adamu Rasheed, MFR, mni, I want to thank you immensely for ﬁnding
time to grace this occasion, albeit via zoom. The same goes for our
revered and esteemed distinguished guests. The honour is highly
cherished. To our distinguished convocation Guest Speaker, let me
specially thank you for accepting this role without hesitation and at very
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short notice. The University is indeed highly grateful and honoured by
your esteemed presence.
Let me salute at this point, the doggedness, vision and inspirational
prowess of our Deputy Chancellor, Chief (Dr) Lucky Nosakhare
Igbinedion. In the same vein, I acknowledge with deep sense of
responsibility, the formidable role of the Chairman and members of the
Governing Council in repositioning the university for Global
Competitiveness.
To our Parents and Guardians, I invite you to savour in the joy of today's
celebration, having sacriﬁced your time, talent and treasures to ensure
that your children and wards are worthy graduands of this University.
Graduating Students
Today is a milestone in the lives of our graduating students and the
university. It marks both an ending and a beginning, with warm
memories of the past and big dreams for the future. You have come a
long way. I therefore congratulate you and your parents for achieving
this enviable milestone.
The University has since inception graduated over ﬁfteen thousand
undergraduate and postgraduate students. At this convocation
ceremony, another batch of six hundred and thirteen (613) students,
comprising of ﬁve hundred and forty-nine (549) undergraduate and
sixty-four (64) postgraduate will be added to the list. The graduands
spread across the seven Colleges of the University. Of this number, there
are ﬁfteen (15) students in First Class, one hundred and seventy-one
(171) students in Second Class (Upper Division), two hundred and
twenty-nine (229) students in Second Class (Lower Division), ﬁfteen
(15) students in Third Class, and one hundred and nineteen (119) others
(unclassiﬁed bachelor degree).
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18th Convocation Lecture
The delivery of convocation lectures is an age-long academic tradition
in universities across the globe, and they provide a veritable platform for
the community to beneﬁt from the deep insights and experiences of
outstanding members of society who have made their marks in their
chosen ﬁelds. The topic for this year's lecture, “Navigating the
Entrepreneurial-Employability Waters: Building Resilience in the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)” is of immense relevance as it
addresses one of the most challenging issues of our time. The lecture
will be delivered by no less a personality than an erudite professional,
technocrat and distinguished Chairman of Access Bank Plc, Dr (Mrs)
Ajoritsedere J. Awosike, MFR mni. I have no doubt that we all have so
much to gain from our distinguished guest speaker. Please give her your
ears.
Quality Educational Service Delivery
At Igbinedion University, Okada, we build virile University
Community where Knowledge Exchange (KE) and Entrepreneurship is
supreme. Our university is responsive to the demands for quality
education and inadequacies in placement opportunities, and have
accordingly expanded its programme base at both the undergraduate
and postgraduate programmes.
Our graduates are the testament of the university's quality educational
service delivery, apart from the numerous “Firsts” in the various
disciplines. Just recently, one of our First Class law graduate, Mr.
Abdulrasheed Bolaji Ijaodola was the only law graduate from a Private
University to make a ﬁrst class at the last concluded Law School
Examinations. In quick succession, a ﬁrst class law graduate of the
university, Professor Sunday Damilola Olawuyi, who also made a First
Class at the Law School, has become the ﬁrst graduate from a Private
University to become Senior Advocate of Nigeria (SAN).
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Virtual Teaching and Learning
Notwithstanding the negative impact which the Covid-19 Pandemic
wrought on humans and societies, the education industry in particular,
has somehow beneﬁtted from the experience. Besides the demand for
changes in organizational culture, societal values and behaviours, the
Pandemic brought about new ways of teaching and learning. Digital
pedagogy blended with physical teaching is now the New Normal,
which Igbinedion University embraced from the very beginning of
Covid-19 Pandemic.
The university has a robust On-Line Management System (OLMS) for
lectures and Computer Based Test programmes for all our programmes
amidst the Covid-19 lockdown. This has eﬀectively enabled the
university to complete its session uninterrupted, with students
graduating, and no one loosing a session. I am happy to announce that
the university has fully resumed for the 2020/2021 academic
programme without hitches.
As it is, emphasis is now placed on exciting the creativity and
imagination of the students rather than rote learning. In other words, the
University has adopted problem solving approach to learning. It follows
that bricks and mortars in the form of big structures, though relevant, are
no longer indispensable under the New Normal.
Covid-19 Pandemic Interventions
Since the outbreak of the Covid-19 global pandemic, the Management
of the University kept fate with its statutory and moral obligations
towards ensuring safety and wellbeing of everyone on campus,
including seamless academic and administrative activities of the
university with proactive intervention measures. Some of the
interventions include:
v Design and construction of mechanical foot-operated sanitizer
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dispenser by the College of Engineering of the University.
v Complete design and production of Walk-Through Disinfectant
Booth with automatic temperature check and sanitizer unit by the
College of Engineering, IUO.
v Production of barrels of Bleach (Chlorine solutions) and hand
washing liquid soap by the Department of Chemistry, College of
Natural & Applied Sciences of IUO, for cleaning of surfaces.
v Production of Hand-Sanitizers by the College of Pharmacy, IUO,
for free distribution to members of the University community.
v Production of over 2000 face-masks for distribution to residents on
campus and environs.
IUO Covid-19 Corporate Social Responsibility to Host Community
- Okada
On the instance of the Hon. Chancellor, and as part of University's
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), the University distributed
palliatives: food, IUO produced and branded sanitizers and face-masks
to indigenes of Okada Town. Okada community was equally sensitized
on how to prevent and contained pandemic in the community. The host
community was very pleased with the Hon. Chancellor and the
University for the donations made to them, and their enlightenment on
the prevention of the covid-19 pandemic.
Open and Distance Learning
As a matter of policy, the University remains resolute in extending
opportunities to as many students as are willing to beneﬁt from its rich
and qualitative academic programmes. In this regard, the University is
in the process of securing National Universities Commission approval
to run the Open and Distance Learning programme.
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This is a very signiﬁcant initiative in our eﬀort to accommodate students
who are unable to join the regular programmes due to want of time or
convenience. As I speak, all machineries have been put in place to
kick-start the ODL programme at the university. This is also in sync
with best practices in digital education.
Accreditation
During the year, the Council for the Regulation of Engineering in
Nigeria (COREN) approved Full Accreditation Status to four
e n g i n e e r i n g p r o g r a m m e s o f t h e u n i v e r s i t y, n a m e l y :
Electrical/Electronics Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering and Computer Engineering, valid for ﬁve years, September
2019 to September 2024. our B.Sc Sociology and Anthropology
programme also received full accreditation status from NUC, valid for 5
years, from 2020 - 2025.
The University academic programmes have increased from 29 to 47,
with 28 undergraduate programmes and 19 postgraduate programmes,
all fully accredited by the NUC. The postgraduate programmes lead to
the award of PGD, Masters & PhD degrees. These programmes, with
professional accreditations, have not only raised the academic proﬁle of
the University; they have also enhanced the visibility of the University
globally and consequently boosted students' conﬁdence.
At this juncture, I wish to acknowledge the tremendous support of the
National Universities Commission (NUC), Council for the Regulation
of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN), Medical and Dental Council of
Nigeria, Pharmacy Council of Nigeria, Nursing and Midwifery Council
of Nigeria, Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria and others
for showing the light and providing invaluable guidance in the running
of our academic programmes. You remain critical stakeholders in
quality assurance and sustenance of the high standards already set by
Igbinedion University.
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Upgrade/New Academic Programmes
Following Senate approval, the University has written to the National
Universities Commission (NUC) for the upgrade of our Bachelor of
Pharmacy (B. Pharm.) programme to Doctor of Pharmacy (D.Pharm.).
The application forms have been completed and submitted to the NUC.
The University is expecting the Commission's Resource Assessment
Visitation to the programme - Doctor of Pharmacy (D.Pharm.).
The University Senate has also approved new academic programmes,
namel: Cyber-Security Software Engineering, Quantity Surveying,
Hospital Administration and Information Management, Smart
Agriculture and Agricultural Engineering. The new programmes will
be presented for NUC Resource Veriﬁcation subsequently.
Internally Generated Revenue (IGR)
The university has embarked on a number of ventures towards
enhancing its entrepreneurial driver and ﬁnancial base. They include
IUO Fish Farm, IUO Cassava Farm, IUO Meat Shop, in addition to the
already existing means of IGR in the University, such as IUO Water and
Bakery.
The university will soon commence Methylated Spirit Production on
commercial basis, following the completion of the Methylated Spirit
Building in the College of Pharmacy. Most of the sanitizers used in the
ﬁght against Covid-19 in university and environs were produced in the
methylated spirit building of the university.
The university is in the process of establishing Okada Chambers of
Commerce and Industry and registration of same with the Corporate
Aﬀairs Commission. The establishment is aimed at expanding the
Business landscape of Host community and leveraging on beneﬁts of
networking, training and research.
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Furthermore, the University has secured a Central Bank of Nigeria
facility (under the CBN diversiﬁcation programme) to resuscitate and
expand its existing Oil Palm Plantations, develop new 250 hectares Oil
Palm Farm and Processing Plant Project. The project also includes the
procurement/installation of semi-industrial mill. Besides producing
palm oil and other allied products, the project is expected to enhance
teaching and research in Agriculture, leveraging on the largely agrarian
Okada community. Already, a Professor of Agricultural Engineering is
on board to drive the project. The ultimate goal is to establish a
Department of Agricultural Engineering under the College of
Engineering.
Infrastructures and Learning Facilities
The Management of the University have improved and enhance the
infrastructures and learning facilities of the university. Notably among
them includes:
v Remodeling of the University's Crown Estate Gate to reﬂect the
21st century outlook;
v Renovation and furnishing of two blocks (ZBlocks) in the Old Boys
Hostel for the Postgraduate students;
v Provision of additional boreholes in the hostels;
v Acquisition of a new 500 KVA generator to help withstand the
electricity load in the Estate in the event of power interruption by
BEDC
v Completion of Old Boys Students' Reading Room, to meet the
yearnings of the students who hitherto go far to read at the Alumni
Centre reading room;
v Renovation of Stallion 4 Hostel (a block of 100 ensuit rooms with
capacity for 200 students;
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v Upgrade of the Blue Hall used for GST lectures to an ultra-modern
GST Lecture Hall, with collapsible chairs, to meet the 21st century
lecture hall;
v Acquisition of PowerLab System, consisting of powerlab 26T
machine (PL26T04/WS), LT LbStation (LS0001), Human
Physiology Kit (PTK30) and Human Respiratory kit accessories,
for the Department of Physiology;
v Upgrade of GIS Lab in the Department of Geography;
v Renovation of the former food vendor building (formerly occupied
by Mama Cass) to a standard Mini Mart complex;
v Construction of Methylated Spirit Production Building, for the
production of methylated spirit amongst other.
The university also received infrastructural support from His
Excellency, Dr. Ibrahim Hassan Dankwambo, through the donation of a
newly built Postgraduate Building, and has been named after him as Dr.
Ibrahim Hassan Dankwambo Postgraduate Building.
In the same vein, the Computer Aided Design (CAD) Building in the
College ofEngineering has been completed. The building (CAD) is a
fulﬁllment of the pledge by the Executive Governor of Bauchi State,
Sen. (Dr.) Bala A. Mohammed, CON (when he was the FCT Minister of
the Federal Republic of Nigeria.
There are other infrastructural developments ongoing in the university.
These include:
v The building housing the TY Buratai Centre for Contemporary
Security Aﬀairs, whose ground breaking ceremony was
inaugurated with a lecture delivered by Lt Gen Tukur Yusuf Buratai,
Chief of Army Staﬀ last year, is nearing completion;
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v Remodeling of Igbinedion Universiy/Rosula Executive MBA
Building, for Executive MBA programme in the university, by the
Rosula Foundation;
v Construction of the Dr. Goodluck Ebele Jonathan College of Arts &
Social Sciences Building, courtesy of His Excellency, Dr.
Goodluck Ebele Jonathan, GCFR.
ICT UPDATE
Our ICT infrastructure also received a boost with ongoing installation of
radios (power beam), indoor radios (unify), switches, ﬁle-wall (for
control and management of access), smart boards amongst others on our
campuses, to boost internet services. A new Internet Service Provider
(ISP) – Globacom, to provide 155 mbps internet bandwidth. A solar
power has also been installed in our ICT hub building to ensure
uninterrupted power and smooth running of our internet service to all
and sundry in the university. Similarly, the ﬁrst version of IUO Android
App was deployed a few months ago.
Our four ICT Academies, namely: Huawei, Microsoft, Cisco, and
Mikrotik have successfully secured professional certiﬁcation
accreditation. The academies are now producing ICT instructors.
Council Retreat
During the year, a retreat was organized for Council, Management,
Provost, Deans and Directors at the behest of Council, with the theme:
“Charting the Way for Global Competitiveness”. This was in a bid to
raise the bar of scholarship and administration, with an eye for the future
growth and development of the university. It is heartwarming to note
that the retreat achieved the set goals as the outcome has been
incorporated in the Strategic Plan of the university, for implementation.
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RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
On my assumption of duty as Vice Chancellor a little over 2 years ago, I
did enunciate a 4-point Agenda as my short term vision for the
u n i v e r s i t y. T h e s e i n c l u d e q u a l i t y t e a c h i n g , r e s e a r c h ,
internationalization and digital drive. A major component of the agenda
is the institution of a research culture amongst the staﬀ that will impinge
on the quality of teaching and our internationalization drive.
The
research policy of the University is fully committed to innovation,
transformation and development.
The university research transformations impact is a demand from the
Industry-Academia-Business-Research Nexus. The gap between
Industry and Academia research has been narrowed with the
establishment of University Industry-Academia Board of Studies,
comprising academics and seasoned industry professionals.
Thus, in the wake of the Covid-19 Pandemic, the innovation and
creativity of the staﬀ in research was brought to bear to contain the
pandemic. This was manifested in the design and construction of
mechanical foot-operated sanitizer dispenser by the College of
Engineering of the University, complete design and production of WalkThrough Disinfectant Booth with automatic temperature check and
sanitizer
unit by the College of Engineering, IUO. Others
include production of barrels of Bleach (Chlorine solutions) and hand
washing liquid soap by the Department of Chemistry, College of
Natural &Applied Sciences of IUO, for cleaning of surfaces, the
production of Hand-Sanitizers by the College of Pharmacy, IUO, for
free distribution to members of the University community, and
production of over 2000 face-masks for distribution to residents on
campus and environs.
Furthermore, it is gratifying to note that the Tertiary Education Trust
Fund (TETFund) has recently opened the window for staﬀ of private
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universities to access its research grant. This is a welcome development
to the extent that it will further propel knowledge production in the
private universities for the beneﬁt of the students, the country and
humanity at large.
Research Proposal Grant for the Management of Covid-19
The University has submitted a Research Proposal grant for the
management of the novel Covid-19. The title of the proposal is:
ANTIVIRAL AND IMMUNOSTIMULATORY EVALUATIONS OF
POLYHERBAL FORMULATION (DACP-1). Forty Million, Five
Hundred & Fifty Thousand Naira (N40,550,00=) has been proposed for
the research, to be funded by the CBN, who had requested for such
proposal for Health Sector Research/production of drug to manage the
Covid-19 pandemic in Nigeria. On approval, the research is expected to
run for one year, from 2020 – 2021.
Professor Akunyili College of Pharmacy of the University will be the
main anchor of the research alongside other IUO experts from relevant
ﬁelds. International scholars will be involved in the research. Selected
and relevant government organizations would be partnered with in the
course of the research.
Webinars
In response to the New Normal as against the traditional face-to-face
academic meetings and conferences, Igbinedion University recently
organized two major webinars in collaboration with other strategic
partners. The webinars drew participants from diﬀerent parts of the
world. The topics covered include “Driving the Attainment of SDGs to
Cushion the Eﬀects of Covid-19 Pandemic” and “Safety for All: Impact
of Covid-19 on Sub-Saharan Africa”. A lot more are in the pipeline and
it is hoped that this would further enhance our visibility and contribution
to knowledge and solution to societal problems.
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Recently, the university participated at the 10th African RCE Meeting
(Virtual), hosted by the Regional Centre Expertise (RCE), Minna,
where the Vice-Chancellor of Igbinedion University presented a paper
titled: Ripples of Covid-19 Pandemic: Sectoral Lessons for Sustainable
Development The theme of the international conference meeting was:
“Community-Based Resilience during Pandemic Disruption: The Role
of African RCEs'”.
In the same vein, Igbinedion University
participated and presented a paper at the Internationalisation and Virtual
Education Conference (IVEC), under the Global Education Project,
hosted by Newcastle University, UK. The paper was titled:
'Internationalisation of Learning Capacity Building – The IUO
Experience'.
INTERNATIONALIZATION AND PARTNERSHIP
The University Internationalization policy is currently driving its global
competitiveness. Our national, continental and international
collaborations powers knowledge exchange and resource mobilization
platform.
Our strategic alliances and engagement has transcended into notable
partnerships with Institutions, Government, Industries, diplomatic
establishments and Community base Organizations. The visible
outcomes are the access to international grants, partnership with
international donors and funding agencies.
Through our strategic partnership with the European Union (EU), the
university was formally invited to participate in:
(a) International Dimension of Erasmus in Higher Education 2020
(Jean Monnet Grant). The grant is to encourage excellence in the
teaching and research in the ﬁeld of European Union Studies.
(b) Under the Strategic Engagement Program, the university became
the ﬁrst Private University in Nigeria to be granted an opportunity to
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participate in the India Technical and Economic Cooperation
Program (ITEC), and Annual programme to maintain strategic
relationship between the government of India and selected nations
of the world.
(c) Our Strategic Engagement programme included formal
engagement with the government of Israel through the Israel
Ambassador to Nigeria, culminating in Igbinedion University's
invitation to participate in the Innovation Fellowship for Aspiring
Inventors and Researchers (I-FAIR) created by the government of
Israel to raise a generation of innovators and researchers. This will
open doors for our researchers for possible adoption and
partnership under Israel international Research Programme.
IUO is currently partnering with Lancaster University, Manchester
Metropolitan & Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool, all in the
UK; the University of Fort Hare, Vaal University of Technology,
University of Mpumalanga – all in South Africa. Igbinedion University
is in a discussion with Marshall University Joan C. Edwards School of
Medicine, USA.
Liverpool John Moores University (LJMU), UK
Igbinedion University won an international engagement grant in
partnership with Liverpool John Moores University, UK as the African
institutional lead for studies in Digital Financial Inclusion for Women
and Minority Groups. A GCRF (Global Challenge Recirculate Fund)
training Grant has been approved for Igbinedion University, Okada to
engage a Research Assistant (RA) to interrogate element of the project.
The study, “Assesses the Challenges and Opportunities for Digital
Financial Access to African women” had a series of webinars involving
other international and local partners, led by Igbinedion University,
Okada. Other participants are drawn from Lancaster University – UK,
Sichitel - UK, Riby Financial Limited and Centre for Sustainability and
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Design – UK, National Health Service-UK, University of Zambia and
Project Life Design Limited - Zambia, University of Botswana Botswana, University of Benin, and University of Port-Harcourt.
Lancaster University and IUO African Bipolar Disease Project
IUO is currently partnering with Lancaster University, United Kingdom
(UK), in a research collaboration for a Global Challenge Research Fund
(GCRF) studies on African Bipolar Disease.
Manchester Metropolitan University, UK
The University has made signiﬁcant progress in its relationship with
Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom, since the visit
of the Vice-Chancellor to Manchester in 2019. However, the
relationship which was supposed to come to a good highlight through a
July 2020 Special Summer School programme, where IUO students
would have attended in Manchester, has been put on hold because of the
Covid-19 global pandemic. However, the summer programme is
currently being reconsidered for possible launch via an online platform.
Online International Career Enhancement Programme
The University recently launched an Online International Career
Enhancement Programme for all IUO 200 level students in a two-week
comprehensive online ﬂexible course, designed on the back of an
International Bestselling Book – The Graduate Code, which is part of
the University's Community Service Program (CSP). The course is
accredited and certiﬁed by the United Kingdom Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) certiﬁcation service, in partnership
with Lancaster University.
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Renewed Collaboration between John C. Edwards School of
Medicine, Marshall University, USA and IUO
IUO, through the Oba Okunade Sijuade College of Health Sciences, is
in collaborative discussion with John C. Edwards School of Medicine,
Marshall University, USA, in the areas of exchange of medical
knowledge - by participating in didactics, enhanced tele-education and
provision of resources for students' exchange programmes and clinical
research among others. There is already a draft MoU currently
undergoing scrutiny.
The collaboration is an initiative of our Alumni resident in the United
States of America.
Austrian-African Research Network
Igbinedion University is now oﬃcially a member of the AustrianAfrican Research Network. Out of the over 170 universities in Nigeria,
IUO is among the ﬁve (5) registered members.
The beneﬁt include IUO access to collaborate with Austrian universities
in the areas of Joint development and implementation of research-based
teaching and training, joint project development and execution, joint
publication, joint supervision of students; all fully funded by the EU
government. IUO research teams are already working on proposals for
collaboration.
IUO – Rosula Executive Business School
The University entered into partnership with the Rosula Foundation, on
joint Executive Business School. The school will be known and called
Igbinedion University Okada IUO – Rosula Executive Business School,
in the College of Business & Management Studies. Rosula Foundation
has endowed the remodeling of the building.
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IUO-Rosula Business School is domicile in the College of Business &
Management Studies. This is a landmark partnership determined to
revolutionize the global Executive Business hemisphere. It intends to
power human resource and capital development of the nation.
In furtherance of the partnership and internationalization of the IUORosula Executive Business School, the university has begun a network
collaboration with Liverpool John Moores University, Lancaster
University, Arden University, University of London, Manchester
Metropolitan University, Cranﬁeld University, all in the United
Kingdom (UK), as well as Ziinch Elite Business School, Switzerland.
Likewise, some African universities and educational institutions,
including African Technology Policy Studies Network (ATPS), Kenya;
African Innovations Instituted, Uganda; University of Copperbelt,
Zambia; Lancaster University – Ghana Campus, Ghana; Keyatta
University, Kenya; and National Commission for Science and
Technology (SCST), Malawi, are also partnering with IUO on the
Executive Business School internationalization.
Professional Partnership
The University has entered into professional partnership with a number
of professional associations including the National Institute of
Management (NIM); Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria
(ICAN); Institute of Chartered Secretaries & Administrators of Nigeria
(ICSAN); MCATI-ICAN, ANAN; Robert Bosch Funded Science
Communication Project for African Universities - SCRIPT and the
National Institute for Water Resources (NIWR), Kaduna.
Our partnership with the Chartered Institution of Taxation of Nigeria
(CITN) culminated in the hosting of its 3rd International Conference by
the university, which was held earlier this month.
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Staﬀ Development and Welfare
The University, has continued to place premium on enhancing the
capacity of the staﬀ and improving their welfare. The Hon. Chancellor,
consistent with his unparalleled magnanimity and as a policy, has place
both staﬀ and children of staﬀ on scholarship for educational training in
all academic disciplines in the University.
Many of the staﬀ are currently undergoing both undergraduate and
postgraduate programmes at Igbinedion University and other
universities within and outside the country.
In the area of staﬀ development, available records show that the number
of staﬀ elevated to the professorial cadre in the last two (2) years is
unprecedented. This is predicated on the belief that the human capital
is critical to the success of the.
Alumni Relations
The Alumni Relations Unit of the University is well established with
every member of the graduating set of the University being
automatically a member of IUO Alumni Association (IUOAA). It is a
formidable organ of the University that recently donated a vehicle to the
Institution for students' use, and also instituted a prize for the best
graduating student in Accounting.
Blue Sky Graduates
Our 'blue sky' graduates are visible everywhere around the world. Our
ﬁrst class law graduate also went on to make ﬁrst class in the Law
School - the ﬁrst private university law graduate to make that distinction
in 2005. In 2016, a Gambian law graduate of IUO went to the Gambian
Law School where he also made a ﬁrst class. Only this year at the last
Bar examinations, which recorded only ﬁve ﬁrst-class out of a total of
2,515 students, a First Class law graduate of Igbinedion University,
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Abdul-Rasheed Ijaodola, was the only one from a private university
amongst the top ﬁve nationally to achieve the feat.
In the same vein, the youngest SAN ever inaugurated in Nigeria this
year was a graduate of Igbinedion University. These are just a few
examples of the kind of 'blue sky' graduates from IUO that are
benchmarking developments and impacting positively in their
professional callings in accounting, law, medicine, engineering, etc, not
only in Nigeria but elsewhere around the world.
Peace on Campus
The overriding signiﬁcance of a peaceful environment in any academic
setting cannot be overemphasized. The enthronement of peace on our
campus is fundamental for tranquility and seamless growth of our
University. The peaceful and ambient environment in Igbinedion
University Okada is attributed to the Grace of Almighty God, and the
Authentic, Disciplined and intellectually endowed students as well as
dedicated staﬀ of the University. Not taking away the potency of the
fortiﬁed internal security mechanism in place, complemented by the
law enforcement agencies.
Since its inception twenty-one years ago, this University (IUO) has
diligently and dutifully sustained an Uninterrupted Academic Session.
Maintaining the sanctity of our Academic Calendar to ensure students
graduate in record time is a duty to which management and all staﬀ
gladly commit themselves. To our host community, the prevailing
mutual respect and harmony is appreciated.
Closing Remark/Gratitude
T h e H o n C h a n c e l l o r, S i r, D e p u t y C h a n c e l l o r a n d P r o Chancellor/Chairman of the Governing Council, distinguished ladies
and gentlemen, I will like to mention that our modest achievements in
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the period under review could not have been possible without the full
support of the Board of Regents, Governing Council, Senate,
Management, Staﬀ and Students of Igbinedion University Okada.
Collectively, we shook the bridge together! We shall strive to uphold
the vision and mission of the University and continue to maintain the
University's leading role as a foremost Citadel of Knowledge and
Excellence.
As I conclude this address, let me thank everyone of you for your
patience and for taking time from your busy schedules to either be with
us or participate from home via zoom today. God bless you all, and
God bless Igbinedion University!

Thank you.

Prof. Lawrence Ikechukwu Ezemonye, PhD, FAS
(Professor of Ecotoxicology and Environmental Forensics)
Vice-Chancellor
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